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Machinery & Equipment: 

Using Exchange Rates as PPPs for M&E
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� Pricing the goods underlying investment expenditures on M&E [as well 
as expenditure breakdown by BH] was a problematic area in both the 
regional and the ring comparisons.

� The approach was similar to the one for consumption goods and 
services, for which SPDs were used as the starting point.

� However, for consumption products, each region developed its own 
specifications. For M&E, the global office staff prepared the SPDs on a 
worldwide basis and developed the product specifications. 
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� The standard procedure for calculating PPPs for M&E is to collect prices 
for a number of items defined by the Global Office in consultation 
w/Regional Advisors.

� For ICP 2005, this worked well for some regions and countries but others 
found it difficult and expensive to find prices for the SPDs [e.g., South 
America] 
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� The standard procedure used in ICP 2005 for estimating PPPs for M&E 
involved collecting prices for about 100 core products that had been 
selected by the Global Office and had been specified in SPDs.

� The standard procedure proved difficult for many countries because the 
SPDs referred to items that were not commonly used in their countries.

� It is expensive to collect prices for M&E as national statistical offices do 
not usually have the necessary expertise in-house. Some had to hire 
equipment experts to identify the types of equipment specified in the SPD 
or close substitutes if what was specified in the SPD was not available in 
their countries. In some cases, outside experts also had to be consulted 
to determine the price.  
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� In most countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America almost all M& E is 
imported. How exchange rates can be adjusted to approximate 
purchasing power parities for  M&E? The adjustment is based on the 
various costs that are added to the ex-factory price of the machine or 
piece of equipment in the exporting country to arrive at the cost of that 
item when it is installed and ready to use in the importing country.

� Some information is available on the Internet but it is difficult to use that 
information; collect directly from participating countries.

� A draft questionnaire to collect information required to adjust exchange 
rates so that they approximate PPPs. 

� It should be completed by all participating countries, including those 
countries that will estimate PPPs for M&E using the standard procedure. 
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The bilateral PPP is equal to the exchange rate between the two countries 
times an adjustment:
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PPPA/B: bilateral PPP using B as the base country

XRA/B: exchange rate between countries A and B

ai and bi: n costs that intervene between the ex-factory price of the good in the 

countries of production & the final cost of the good when it is installed and ready for 

use in the importing countries A and B. 
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Several of the costs listed in Table 1 may be zero or small relative to the 
initial ex-factory price. These could be ignored. Specifically, 

� product taxes are rarely levied on goods for export;

� trade margins in the exporting country are not relevant if producers export the 

machines or pieces of equipment directly to their agents in the importing country or 

directly to the importing enterprise.

� fees for customs documentation are small relative to the value of the goods being 

traded;

� wharfage in the US is US$ 2-3 per metric ton and can be assumed to be equally small 

in other countries;

� drayage depends on the distance between the factory and the port in the exporting 

country and the port and the producer’s establishment in the importing country.  
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The main costs that intervene between the standard ex-factory and 
installed prices of M&E. The problem is to measure the 7 italicised items in 
Table2.
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� Sent to all participating countries about international freight, insurance and 
other margins on imported M&E. 

� No systematic follow-up to the survey. 

� Easy to identify some questionable responses. 

- Reunion and United Arab Emirates are almost certainly not source 
- Countries for M&E imported by Comoros Islands. 

- Nepal reports that less than 25% of GFCF in M&E comes from 
imports. 

- 100% customs duties reported by Kenya should have been questioned.

� ICP 2005 survey does nevertheless suggest that most countries do have the 
information required and that w/systematic follow-up useable information 
could have been obtained for most if not all countries.
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Unlike the 2005 survey:

� the questionnaire will be pilot tested in 10 countries from different regions. 

� visits to some countries to solve problems in answering particular 
questions. 

� after pilot testing the survey will be undertaken on a regional basis, w/the 
regional co-ordinators responsible for editing and validating replies.  

� the survey will be carried out in 2010, 2011 & 2012 collecting data for 2009, 
2010 and 2011. Only the 2011 data will be used for ICP 2011 but data for 
other years will be used to test the survey methodology & the proposed 
adjustment procedure.

� all participating countries in all regions will be asked to complete the 
questionnaire.  
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� Is it agreed that we should collect this information from all participating 
countries? - including countries in regions where the standard procedure 
will be used.

� Should the survey be carried out by the regional offices under the 
supervision of the regional coordinators?

� The questionnaire is very basic.  Should it collect additional information?

� Are the instructions clear?

� Is it agreed to carry out the survey for three years – 2010, 2011, and 2012?
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